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Abstract

In this paper, the problem of endowing ubiquitous robots with
cognitive capabilities for recognizing emotions, sentiments,
affects and moods of humans, in their context, is studied. A
hybrid approach based on multilayer perceptron (MLP) neu-
ral network and n-ary ontologies for emotion-aware robotic
systems is proposed. In particular, an algorithm based on the
hybrid-level fusion, an expressive emotional knowledge rep-
resentation and reasoning model are introduced to recognize
complex and non-observable emotional context of the user.
Empirical experiments on real-world dataset corroborate its
effectiveness.

Introduction

One of the main challenging research problems in assistive
robotics is to endow ubiquitous robots with ability to proac-
tively taking part on some tasks to help human and pro-
vide them services according to their context (Chibani et al.
2013). The concept of context awareness is very important
in the design of cognitive capabilities of assistive robots or
agents (Dey and Abowd 2000).

Considering emotional or affective aspects is fundamen-
tal for natural assistive interaction where robots act as com-
panion entities that can support conversation, understanding,
and responses (Samani and Saadatian 2012). The common
techniques of emotion recognition are based on data-driven
techniques, such as the Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
(Makioka et al. 2016), the Fuzzy logic (Nicolai and Choi
2015), the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (Gorlova and
Gultyaeva 2016), etc. However, generally these techniques
are deeply linked with their training data. It becomes diffi-
cult to discern between the meanings of an emotion or to
recognize a non-observable emotion. This latter can’t be in-
terpreted in an accurate way without considering its context.

The development of robotic systems with the capability of
affect/emotion recognition requires sophisticated and novel
approaches. These systems need to be endowed with ad-
vanced emotional knowledge representation and reasoning
capabilities. To enable an efficient recognition of emotions
in a dynamic ambient environment, an exhaustive emotion-
sensing and multimodal fusion are required. Building effi-
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cient cognitive models for emotion-aware robotic systems
requires a suitable architecture.

In this paper, a hybrid approach based on multilayer per-
ceptron (MLP) neural network and n-ary ontologies for
emotion-aware robotic systems is proposed to enhance assis-
tive services in intelligent ambient environments. The main
contributions of the paper is a cognitive architecture for
emotion-aware robotic systems to endow robots with the ca-
pabilities of sensing and understanding an emotional context
for better decision-making. In particular, the novelty con-
cerns: (i) a model based on the hybrid-level fusion for online
multimodal emotion recognition where temporal synchro-
nization is guaranteed. This model extracts different modal-
ities, such as, audio, text, facial expression, culture, age and
gender, and exploits the multilayer perceptron neural net-
work algorithm to recognize the observed emotions, (ii) an
expressive model for commonsense knowledge representa-
tion and reasoning on emotions. This model exploiting the
narrative knowledge representation language (NKRL) (Zarri
2009), allows, on the one hand, a complete, coherent and
expressive emotional knowledge representation, and on the
other hand, inference of new contextual emotions and better
decision-making. N-ary ontologies in which this model is
based, overcome the problems encountered in the emotional
context modeling approaches based on binary ontologies.

The paper is structured as follows: First, we review the re-
lated works concerning emotion recognition in the robotics
field. Then, we describe the proposed approach for multi-
modal emotion recognition and the proposed approach for
emotional context management based on n-ary ontologies.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed approach with
extensive experiments on real-world dataset and we discuss
the obtained results. This paper is concluded with a short
review of the proposed approach and a summary of the on-
going works.

Related work

Emotions, sentiments, affects, and moods are tightly cou-
pled terms which were differentiated in (Jacko 2012). Six
universal human emotion/affect states are defined in (Dar-
win, Ekman, and Prodger 1998) to be happiness, fear, sad-
ness, surprise, disgust, and anger.

Many researchers have focused, in recent years, on ser-
vices robots and how to endow them with human emotions
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capability (Perez-Gaspar, Caballero-Morales, and Trujillo-
Romero 2016). Endowing robots with emotion recognition
allows the development of more intuitive, natural and un-
derstandable communication between humans and robots.
These communications may take several forms. The first
form concerns collaborative HRI involving persons and
robots that are working together to complete a common task
(Scheutz, Schermerhorn, and Kramer 2006). The second
form concerns the assistive HRI where robots are designed
to assist person (Conn et al. 2008). Most of these stud-
ies explore pattern recognition techniques where these tech-
niques are deeply linked with their training data and allow
only the recognition of observed emotions. Some research
works on automated affect/emotion recognition have investi-
gated approaches based on unimodal techniques where only
single source is used such as facial expressions (Cid et al.
2013), voice (Jacob 2016), textual expressions (Kalchbren-
ner, Grefenstette, and Blunsom 2014), body language (Mc-
Coll and Nejat 2014), etc. Other research works have fo-
cused on multimodal techniques for affect/emotion recogni-
tion using visual and spoken information (Hu et al. 2015).
The use of multimodal sources over a single source allows,
on the one hand, to estimate affective/emotional state using
the remaining modalities when one modality is not avail-
able, and on the other hand, to provide increased robustness
and performance in terms of emotion recognition due to the
complementarity and diversity of information when multiple
modalities are available.

Different ontologies were proposed in the literature, as
an alternative to data-driven approaches, with the aim of
modeling emotion and affect related issues. In text analysis
area, a semantic lexicon of feelings is presented in (Cambria,
Olsher, and Rajagopal 2014). Recently, an ontology, called
Emotion Ontology, which covers all aspects of emotion, af-
fect and mental states from the neuroscience point of view, is
proposed in (Hastings et al. 2012). More recently, Emotion-
sOnto, the upper ontology under development, is proposed
in (Gil et al. 2015) for describing emotions and their recogni-
tion systems. To our knowledge, no emotion ontology-based
approach for robotic systems was proposed in the literature.
Developing cognitive robots with the capability of manag-
ing natural interactions with humans according to their emo-
tional contexts needs that robots and all entities populating
the intelligent ambient environment share semantically the
same knowledge. Indeed, an ontology should cover all com-
monsense concepts of humans states and entities populat-
ing the environment that existing ontologies lack and thus
can no longer be reused in robotic systems. Furthermore, us-
ing commonsense knowledge allows the ontology to be ex-
tended automatically through other existing commonsense
ontologies.

Cognitive architecture for emotion-aware

robotic system

Since the cognitive architecture combines information from
different sources such as robots, devices, everyday objects,
and humans with several inference techniques, integrating
them into one uniform system is an important issue. In par-
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Figure 1: Cognitive architecture for emotion-aware robotic
system

ticular, it consists of the integration at the representation
level to manage the rich semantics of natural interactions
with humans and to ensure that all entities populating the in-
telligent ambient environment share a commonsense knowl-
edge and common language. These latter guarantee the se-
mantic interoperability of the entities and enabling them to
communicate between each other. A robot cognitive archi-
tecture was introduced in previous work (Ayari et al. 2015)
with an emphasis on systems aspects according to multi-
agents and service-oriented computing paradigms, such as,
the commonsense knowledge representation model, reason-
ing in open world techniques, and communication capabil-
ities. In this paper, a focus is addressed to the perception
and the recognition of human’s emotional context enabling
robots to better decision making. An overview of the pro-
posed architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

The communication and networking service enables the
entities populating the environment to connect and subscribe
to the cloud services using the standardized middleware
technologies (XMPP, REST, etc.). The communication ser-
vice enables also the basic exchange capability between any
entity by more focusing on the encoding of messages’ con-
tent, which is defined by elements such as lexicon, grammar,
speech acts, and semantics.

The knowledge base connects most of the services such
as the knowledge representation services and the reason-
ing services, enabling cognitive agents or robots to be en-
dowed with large general purpose commonsense knowledge
for human-centered applications. The ontology represent-
ing commonsense knowledge relies on a central server and
is shared between all the entities populating the environ-
ment when each entity has its own instantiations of dynamic
knowledge.

The environmental knowledge representation service pro-
vides a set of common techniques, algorithms and technolo-
gies introduced in previous work (Ayari, Chibani, and Ami-
rat 2013). It allows robots to understand statements by con-
verting these latter into NKRL predicates occurrences. The
knowledge representation services exploit the expressive-
ness of the n-ary ontologies on which the narrative knowl-
edge representation language (NKRL) is based. It allows to
overcome the problems encountered in the dynamic knowl-



Figure 2: Semantic Multimodal emotion recognition system

edge representation approaches based on binary ontologies
(Tenorth and Beetz 2015).

The multimodal emotion recognition service, proposed in
this paper, ensures the human-emotion recognition from fa-
cial expressions, voice, and statements. By exploiting ma-
chine learning techniques, this service endows robots with
the capability to fusion speech and face modalities for an ef-
ficient emotion recognition, cf. next section. The emotional
context modeling service, proposed in this paper, allows the
symbolic description of human emotions recognized by the
emotion recognition service based on machine learning tech-
niques and to associate them with their context for more
accurate recognition. The expressiveness of the n-ary on-
tologies provided by the NKRL language is exploited for a
richer emotional context description. The generated NKRL
predicates occurrences within these services are stored in the
knowledge base, and queried back, when necessary by rea-
soning techniques.

The reasoning services are based on the inference engine
of Narrative Knowledge Representation Language (NKRL).
This engine was extended, in previous work, by context-
aware reasoning models including human preferences (Ayari
et al. 2015), reasoning model based on collective intelli-
gence (Ayari et al. 2016). In this paper, the inference engine
is extended by adding new transformation and hypothesis
rules for non-observable emotional context recognition, and
emotion-based decision making model.

The main design principle of the proposed architecture
is to integrate seamlessly the entities populating an ambient
environment and to endow the decisional components of the
robot with models of human emotions and human prefer-
ences in order to develop an effective cognition for a robot
that is able to serve and interact seamlessly with humans.

Semantic multimodal emotion recognition

To handle the complexity of the daily living environments
and to more accurate emotion recognition, an online multi-
modal emotion recognition model is proposed in this work.
This model is based on hybrid fusion techniques that com-
bine information of multiple modalities at different levels.
In this paper, hybrid fusion consists of combining, at the
low level, features with decisions fusion techniques based
on MLP neural network. At the high level, the result of these

techniques is exploited by the proposed semantic represen-
tation and reasoning models based on NKRL. The architec-
ture of the proposed multimodal emotion recognition system
is shown in Fig. 2.

Multimodal emotion recognition

Features extraction: Humans eye gaze, brows, lips, and
face muscles motions and positions can be used as good
features for recognizing the facial expression. Focusing on
words used, their syntactic structure, their meaning, and the
manner with which they are produced via the intensity and
quality of the voice appears as a good features vector for rec-
ognizing emotions on speech. As emotion is defined as im-
mediate reaction following an event, it is important to take
into account what is happen around the human. In this work,
speech and audio-visual modalities are taken into account
for the expressiveness of the information that they contain.
These information are relevant to the multimodal emotion
recognition at the low level. Many features influence the
emotional meaning. In this work, three features are extracted
from audio-visual data such as age (Murry and Isaacowitz
2016), gender (Hess, Adams Jr, and Kleck 2004), and cul-
ture (Jack et al. 2009) that are considered as a vector of
”emotion analysis” features. These latter improve the emo-
tion recognition.

Hybrid fusion model based on Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) neural network: To estimate emotion probabil-
ity from the combination of the multimodal prediction of
the classifiers such as textual classifier, audio classifier and
face classifier with the features age, gender and culture,
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) neural network is exploited.
The Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) neural network consists of
several layers of neurons which are completely connected.
Formally, the layer is denoted by li, where li =

{
ni
k

}
; i ∈

1..L, i the number of the layers, L the last layer, and k the
number of the neurons n of the layer’s l number i. Each neu-
ron ni

k, except the input layer neurons n1
k, has an input, de-

noted by xi
k and an output, denoted by yik. Three categories

of these layers are distinguished as follows:

1. The input Layer: is the first layer denoted by l1 =
{
n1
k

}

where, n0
k are the neurons representing the prediction of

each classifier, such as emotion in text prediction, emo-
tion in audio prediction, facial expression prediction, age,
culture, and gender;

2. The hidden layers are the remaining layers denoted by
li =

{
ni
k

}
; i ∈ 2..L − 1 where i denotes the number

of the hidden layers and ni
k the neurons calculated from

previous layers. In this work,

3. The output layer: is the last layer denoted by lL ={
nL
k

}
; k ∈ 1..9 where ni

k, the neurons representing the
emotions classes, are considered as output. In this paper,
nine (9) classes of observed emotions are distinguished:
anger, contempt, fear, happiness, neutral, sadness sur-
prise, disgust, and energy.

In this work, the MLP neural network algorithm consists
of:
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• Three (3) hidden layers where each hidden layer has 100
nodes. The Dropout technique is exploited on 10% of the
hidden nodes to prevent the model from over-fitting on the
training data;

• The weight’s initialization process that is based on small
normal distribution with zero mean and 0.05 standard de-
viation;

• The neuron’s output/input computing process where the
forward propagation algorithm is exploited to compute
the neuron’s output/input with a nonlinear function as an
activation function, denoted by f(x). The Rectified Lin-
ear Units (ReLU) and Softmax functions are exploited;

• Errors-computing and weights-updating process where
the back propagation algorithm (Hagan and Menhaj 1994)
is exploited. The categorical cross entropy function is ex-
ploited as a cost function and it has been optimized by
Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) (Kingma and Ba
2014).

Emotional context management based on n-ary
ontologies

This section introduces the representation and associated in-
ference methods for emotions and other human states infor-
mation.

Emotional knowledge Representation: To describe
emotions and affects in intelligent ambient environment,
the ontological model based on the Narrative Knowledge
Representation Language (NKRL) is exploited. The static
characteristics concern here the commonsense knowledge,
such as feeling, passion and dislike. The dynamic character-
istics are used to describe what can be observed or inferred
in a specific context, such as, ”having a positive/negative ex-
perience”. Static characteristics and dynamic characteristics
are modeled, respectively, by using the HClass ontology
and the HTemp ontology of NKRL language.

• Toward emotion upper-ontology (EmUO): The pro-
posed ontology, extension of the HClass ontology, aims
to represent human attributes, in particular, human states
including affect, emotions, moods, etc. Unlike emotion
ontology (EMO), which covers all aspects of emotion, af-
fect and mental states of humans from the neuroscience
point of view (Hastings et al. 2012), the proposed emotion
upper ontology (EmUO), aims to cover all commonsense
concepts of human states and robotic systems. Based on
the automatic commonsense knowledge extension model
introduced in (Ayari et al. 2015), the (EmU) ontology
combines different sentiment and emotion lexica for their
expressiveness such as SenticNet31 and WordNet-Affect2

to infer the commonsense concepts of human states, cf.
figure 3.

• Emotional context modeling: The HTemp ontology is
exploited to represent complex context using its n-ary

1http://sentic.net/
2http://wndomains.fbk.eu/wnaffect.html

E.occ2: EXPERIENCE
SUBJ OLIVIER :

SPECIF(ADP building
SHOWROOM 1)

OBJ SPECIF (feeling surprise )
TOPIC SPECIF (robot activity

interacting )
date-1: 14/02/2017 14:14:00
date-2:

Experience:Human/Social

Table 1: Representation of the emotional context: Olivier is
surprised by the higher cognitive level of the robot

schema. This latter is conceived as the formal representa-
tion of generic classes of elementary events such as ”hav-
ing a positive/negative experience”, ”threatening some-
one with violence”, and ”evaluating an artefact”, etc. The
NKRL templates are able to represent the full emotional
context of human where elements like culture, religion,
and other social rules should be taken into account.
Let us consider the example where a companion robot,
called Pepper, detects that a visitor, called Olivier, is
surprised by its interaction capability. The semantic de-
scription of this emotional context is given in table 1 by
the symbolic label of the predicative occurrence (L =
”E.occ2”). In this case, the conceptual predicate (P =
”EXPERIENCE”) indicates the experience of the en-
tity specifically a human. This human entity is repre-
sented with the role (R = ”SUBJ”) and its argument
(a = ”OLIV IER”), an instance of the HClass concept
”human being”. The emotion is represented by the role
”OBJ” and its argument SPECIF( feeling surprise ).
The question ”what is the meaning of someone is sur-
prised?” could be answered that is about a good/positive
feeling or negative feeling. Due to the context of the user,
a positive surprise can be differentiated from a negative
one. The novelty of this work is the description of emo-
tional context with n-ary ontologies that makes possible
the recognition of non-observable emotions such curios-
ity and attention.

NKRL emotion-aware reasoning: The inference engine
of NKRL language based on the ”transformation and the hy-
pothesis rules allows the inference of implicit relations be-
tween predicative occurrences and consequently the chrono-
logical/semantic emotional context when an event occurs.
This inference engine helps in better understanding of hu-
man emotions in a given period. The NKRL inference rules
can be conceived as implications that can be expressed as
formula 1. The constraint vari ⊆ varj corresponds to the
variables defined in the antecedent that must also appear
in the relative consequent according to the commonsense
knowledge.

A(vari) ⇒ Csi(varj); vari ⊆ varj . (1)
By exploiting the richness of the n-ary ontologies-based
emotional context representation and the high-level infer-
ence mechanisms of the NKRL, new complex emotional
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Figure 3: A segment of the emotion upper ontology (EmUO) describing human state taxonomy

contexts can be recognized allowing a better decision mak-
ing in terms of assistance services.

The inference engine of the NKRL is used here to infer the
feeling of the human following the occurrence of an event
e at the instant t; the transformation rules T Rj of NKRL
are used. Formally, an event e can make true a situation (i.e
feeling) f starting from an instant t such as: (f, t) ⇐ (e, t)∧
RT j

The table 2 shows an example of transformation rule al-
lowing to infer that a human feels curious about some-
thing. The feeling of curiosity is a complex context that
couldn’t be observed. It needs the aggregation of differ-
ent situations, attention to an activity, process information
and persist on tasks that are represented respectively by
the NKRL templates Behave:Focus, Behave:Questioner and
Behave:Participant. The operator COORD appears in the
antecedent of the transformation rule, to aggregate the three
aspects of curiosity such as attention, process information,
and persist on tasks, see table 2. The recognition of some
situations such as the recognition of the attention to some-
thing is difficult. For example, the attention of a person to
a smart device can be detected by looking for a long period
this device.

Emotion-based decision making: The main objective of
the introduced reasoning techniques is to create emotion-
aware services for intelligent assistance. To model the emo-
tional context of an AAL (Ambient Assisted Living) appli-
cation, the different elements that affect the application and
infer the context have to be identified. In this paper, the states
of all humans populating the ambient environment are used
for modeling the context. The user feeling is one of the con-
textual attributes. As the humans act in the dynamic environ-
ments, a description of the continuously updated environ-
ment is required. The reasoning core of the robot supports

Spatio-temporal reasoning about the changing emotions of
humans. In order to reason about which emotions are needed
for performing an action, the robot Pepper has a semantic
description of the tasks regarding the emotional context of
the user. In this study, a task selection model is able to check
which emotions can be acquired to achieve a task. Formally,
a task selection consists of a tuple Π = 〈K,E, T 〉 where K
is a set of tasks, and E is a set of emotions evolving over the
time T . Selecting a task k according to a particular emotion
et at specific time t consists of determining the normalized
score Nk:

Nk =
Ks

∑
Ks

i
(2)

The task score Ks is a factor which is evolving over time
based on various parameters: the prerequisites tasks score pk
of the next planned task, the current and previous emotion
score respectively et and et−1, and the emotion transition
factor φe where φe ∈ [−1, 1].

Ks =
pk
et

+ φe (3)

φe = et − et−1 (4)

Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed approach for multimodal emotion
recognition, several experiments were conducted. Some ex-
periments have been addressed to evaluate the multimodal
emotion recognition based on hybrid fusion techniques. Re-
sults are reported for validation and test sets of a 5-fold
cross-validation scheme.

Dataset: multimodal emotion

A dataset is proposed in (Morency, Mihalcea, and Doshi
2011) to build a multimodal emotion sensing model based
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Antecedent :
COORD(e1 e2 e3)
e1: BEHAVE SUBJ var1 :

OBJ conversation
date-1
date-2

var1:human being
Behave: Participant

e2 : BEHAVE SUBJ var1 :
MODAL attention
CONTEXT var2
date-1
date-2

var1:entity
var1:human being
Behave:Focus

e3: BEHAVE SUBJ var1 :
MODAL SPECIF(quering information )
CONTEXT var2
date-1
date-2

var1:entity
var1:human being
Behave: Questioner

Consequent :
f1: Experience SUBJ var1:

OBJ SPECIF (feeling curious )
TOPIC var2
date-1 t
date-2

var1:entity
var1:human being
Experience:PosotiveHuman/Social

Table 2: Example of transformation rules RT

on visual, textual, audio and culture features. It contains 47
videos collected from Youtube which are addressing more
than one topic like electronics products, politics, movies,
and foods. The videos were found using the following key-
words: opinion, product review, toothpaste, war, job, busi-
ness, cosmetics review, baby product review, etc. (Morency,
Mihalcea, and Doshi 2011). 27 males and 20 females with
age varying from 14 years to 60 years were involved in the
dataset. All subjects are speaking in English although they
belong to different ethnic backgrounds like Asian, African,
African-American and Caucasian. To avoid the issues of
introductory titles and multiple topics, all videos are pre-
processed as follows: (i) remove the first 600 frames from
each video, (ii) divide each video into multiple segments,
and (iii) label each segment with the corresponding emotion
category.

To avoid that the model might end up learning the depen-
dencies between consecutive segments and to guarantee fair
evaluation, the whole divided dataset was shuffled randomly
before splitting it into training and testing set.

Multimodal emotion recognition

A set of services for extracting features from audio-visual
data are exploited. Emotion API of Microsoft cognitive ser-
vice3, Alchemy API4 and Vokaturi API5 are used to extract
respectively facial, textual and vocal expressions. All of the
services have been applied on the used dataset.

The MLP neural network is implemented based on Keras
framework with tensor-flow as a backend. The experimen-
tal results on the used dataset are compared with results of
the approaches proposed by (Poria, Cambria, and Gelbukh
2015) and (Pérez-Rosas, Mihalcea, and Morency 2013) us-
ing the same dataset.

Table 3 presents the performance of the multimodal emo-
tion recognition using classification techniques by including
the selected features such as age, gender and culture. It con-
sists of measuring the mean accuracy of the 5− folds cross
validation. The reported results show that including the fea-
tures improve significantly the recognition performance of
emotions in the different techniques such as unimodal, bi-
modal, and multimodal. For example, the mean accuracy
is enhanced, in the audio modality from 84.75% to 92.7%
where the mean accuracy of the face modality is enhanced
from 80.46% to 86.35%.

The proposed hybrid fusion model based on MLP neu-
ral network is able to recognize the basic emotions such as
happy, sad, anger and neutral. By including the selected fea-
tures, the performance of this model is enhanced in terms
of mean accuracy from 81.65% to 85.45%. Comparing the
modalities’ performances, the audio modality has the high-
est accuracies, in terms of both average and best accuracy,
that are respectively 92.7% and 98.25%. In contrast, during
real-world interactions, noise can affect the audio modality’s
performance whose justifies the choice of multimodal ap-
proach.

Since the type of accuracy has not been identified in the
benchmark if it was the best or the average accuracy, both of
these latter are calculated in this work. By comparing the re-
sults of the state of the art fusion models obtained, in terms
of the average accuracy, the proposed approachs multimodal
performance is 85.45% that is not as good as the benchmark
(88.6%). This shortcoming is due to the evaluation method
where the proposed multimodal approach’s performance is
calculated over 5 folds cross validation unlike the bench-
mark that a traditional training/testing evaluation was ap-
plied by dividing the dataset into 70% for training and 30%
for testing. The benchmark’s evaluation method has an ad-
vantage to get better results since the training set is more
than testing set. In terms of the best accuracy, the proposed
approachs multimodal performance is 91.29%.

During the 5 folds validation set, the average processing
time to recognize emotions for each fold was 0.35s which
is well compatible with the dynamic nature of the ambient
environment for real time recognition.

3https://azure.microsoft.com/fr-fr/services/cognitive-
services/emotion/

4www.alchemyapi.com/
5https://vokaturi.com/
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Techniques
(Pérez-Rosas,
Mihalcea, and

Morency 2013)

(Poria, Cambria, and
Gelbukh 2015) The proposed approach

Mean Accuracy Best
without features with features accuracy

T 70.94% 79.77% 73.24% (+/- 4.4%) 77.19 % (+/- 2.05%) 80.70%
Unimodal F 67.31% 76.38% 80.46% (+/- 4.42%) 86.35%(+/- 4.68%) 92.98%

A 64.85% 74.22% 84.75% (+/- 2.02%) 92.7%(+/- 3.46%) 98.25%
T+F 72.39% 85.46% 81.47% (+/- 3.7%) 83.7%(+/- 2.6%) 88.60%

Bimodal T+A 72.88% 84.12% 74.34% (+/- 3.25%) 81.96%(+/- 3.51%) 87.72%
F+A 68.86% 83.69% 82.37% (+/- 4.6%) 86.5%(+/- 2.3%) 89.47%

Multimodal 74.09% 88.60% 81.65% (+/- 6.7%) 85.45% (+/- 2.9%) 91.23%

Table 3: Accuracy of state-of-the-art method compared of the proposed model with Youtube dataset. (T:text, F:face, A:Audio)

Figure 4: Scene extracted from the smart devices showroom

Non-observable emotion recognition

To validate the proposed approach for non-observable emo-
tion recognition, a use case of a tour guide is studied. In
this use case, Oliver is a guest who needs help from a robot
called Pepper that will act as a tour guide to explain and
show Oliver the equipment in the smart devices showroom,
cf. figure 4. Pepper can detect and monitor Oliver’s emotions
continuously based on the proposed approach. In particular,
it changes the discussion based on the detected emotions.
During this use case, two complex emotions are recognized
using the proposed approach, such as upset and confusion.
For instance, the emotion ”confusion” is recognized by an-
alyzing the meaning of a query of the user during a discus-
sion using NKRL language. The native purpose of this lan-
guage aims to represent and to reason on the meaning of
natural language sentences which allows the recognition of
complex emotions. These emotions cannot be recognized by
other approaches, such as data-driven approaches and logic-
based approaches. Therefore, data-driven emotion recogni-
tion is not sufficient where ontology-based reasoning seems
a good complementary.

The proposed use case shows how the proposed approach
makes the Human-Robot interaction in a complex environ-
ment more naturally and more intelligent by recognizing
non-observable emotions.

Conclusion

In this paper, hybrid approach based on MLP neural net-
work and n-ary ontologies for emotion-aware robotic sys-
tems is proposed to enhance human-robot interaction in am-
bient intelligent environments. Its principle consists of, on
the one hand, an efficient multimodal emotion recognition
based on MLP neural network, and on the other hand, the
expressive emotional knowledge representation and reason-
ing model based on NKRL language.

The performance of the multimodal emotion recognition
based on MLP neural network model was enhanced in terms
of accuracy by including the selected features: age, gender
and culture. The proposed semantic multimodal recognition
approach is able to recognize the non-observable emotions
by associating the recognized emotions at the low level with
their context.

The ongoing works address the extension of the proposed
approach for managing the uncertainty of the multimodal
emotion recognition in order to improve the recognition and
to reduce the variance of the accuracy.
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